
ADELAIDE MARATHON HISTORY       

1979-83 

by 

Ian Hill

GAWLER to ADELAIDE 

1979                 7th October at 8:00am 

The first Adelaide Marathon was organised by the Distance Runners Club of SA (DRC) over a course 

which began at Princes Park in Gawler, about 40km north of Adelaide and finished outside Adelaide 

Oval near the Victor Richardson Gates. The majority of the 695 entrants were participating in their 

first marathon and most would have received a letter from the DRC because they had run in the 

previous year’s City-Bay event. 

Race Director Bruce Abrahams told The Advertiser “a disappointing aspect had been the lack of 

women runners of which only 24 had nominated so far”. However, given that only seven women had 

run a marathon in South Australia prior to this event, the number of women who did enter was 

remarkable with the low percentage caused only by the overwhelming number of men who decided 

to give it a go. 

The weather was not conducive to marathon running at all with a strong south-westerly head wind 

and the temperature rising beyond 20C later in the morning. In the circumstances winner Grenville 

Wood (pictured) predicted a slow time of 2:40 at the start but managed to run 2:30:08 to defeat 

Allan Hanley by three minutes. First woman was Robyn Brown who finished 123rd overall in 3:28:24, 

twelve minutes ahead of runner-up Anne Mann. 
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         Photos by Rick Todd and Sue Forth 

       (Left) Bob Barnard, Grenville Wood and Allan Hanley at Adelaide Oval                   (Right) Robyn Brown finishing strongly 

The inaugural “people’s” marathon was well covered by the press, with The Advertiser publishing a 

preview and simplified map of the course on Friday, 5th October 1979 and a race report and personal 

account of his first marathon (in 4:15:41) by journalist Bob Howlett the following Monday. 

Photo by Ian Hill  

Pictured at the start of the 2020 Centenary Marathon wearing his 1979 T-shirt is Peter Worley who 

went on to finish 35 Adelaide Marathons. He became a Warrior in 1988 and a Legend in 2003 and of 

those who had done them all Peter was the “last one standing” in 2008 and kept going until 2012. 
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The event was well received by the community and the following letter by Wayne Tregaskis of Lane 

Cove, NSW sums up what people were saying: 

Congratulations on a superbly organised event – the Festival City Marathon. For my wife and I it 

was the first of what we hope will be many marathons and we could not have wished for better 

organisation. From the start to the finish of those gruelling 42.2 kilometres we found everything 

went smoothly. The event has the potential to become one of the great community fitness runs in 

the country. We wish you well in future years when again we will hopefully be participants.  

Wayne’s words proved to be prophetic as the Adelaide Marathon celebrated its 40th year in 2018. 

Both Wayne and Jennifer, who finished third, went on to run much faster times. 

PLACEGETTERS and STATISTICS 

1979 Race Director: Bruce Abrahams Weather:  12.5 – 20.6C         dry, head winds 

Male  Female 

1st Grenville Wood  2:30:08  Robyn Brown  3:28:24 

2nd Allan Hanley  2:33:34  Anne Mann  3:41:15  

3rd Bob Barnard  2:33:51  Jennifer Tregaskis 3:51:33 

Wheelchair Division 

Not identified in results. 

Entrants: 695  No. /% female finishers  14/3.02% 

Starters: 525  Sub 3 hours – all 24/5.18% 

Finishers: 463  Sub 4 hours – all 280/60.48% 
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1980               12th October at 6:00am 

The course was altered slightly to allow a finish inside Adelaide Oval, entering via the Victor 

Richardson Gates and turning right to run in front of the scoreboard and ending next to the 

Members Stand.  This required moving the start line about 200 metres further along Victoria Terrace 

in Gawler. The start time was changed to 6:00am to reduce problems associated with potentially hot 

weather in October, as experienced in Melbourne the year before.  

An innovation, possibly unique to Adelaide, was the introduction of an “Officials Marathon” where 

event organisers and volunteers could run their marathon over the same course the previous Sunday 

and have their times included in the results. Therefore on 5th October 1980 Bruce Abrahams (Race 

Director), Brenton Hancock (Aid Stations Co-ordinator), Mike Brennan (Finish Co-ordinator) and 

Dave Walker (Computer Operator) set off from Gawler on their Festival City Marathon. All four 

finished with Dave leading the way in 2:47:03 and the others just over half an hour behind. 

Photo: Sue Forth

Bruce Abrahams finishes his Officials marathon at Adelaide Oval followed by Andrew Chittleborough (obscured) 

and John Tonkin who were both on a training run. Cheering from left are Brenton Hancock, Michael Brennon, 

David Walker and Bill Fechner.
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The weather conditions were once again challenging but for a different reason to the previous year 

as there was substantial rain during the event, with 20mm recorded in Adelaide that day. This did 

not deter winner Ian Graves from Sydney who finished in 2:27:03, taking three minutes off Grenville 

Wood’s inaugural race record. According to commentator Brian Chapman, Graves looked more like a 

ruck-rover than a marathoner! Allan Hanley was once again runner-up, this time just over half a 

minute behind Graves and nearly matching his PB. 

The improvement in women’s marathoning was evident with winner Desiree Letherby (pictured 

above with John Bannon) recording 3:01:23 and another three finishing under 3:14:55, the state 

record at the time of the first FCM. Second in 3:06:27 was previous year’s winner Robyn Brown. 

Overall there were 52 female entrants, double that of 1979 and an improved percentage of the field. 

Again the press published reports leading up to the marathon and afterwards. 

At left The Advertiser of 27 August 1980 featured Desiree Letherby who was the first woman in 

South Australia to run a marathon under three hours when she recorded 2:57:13 earlier in the year 

while winning the State Championship. Her son Andrew (aged 6 in the photo) became a world-class 

marathoner and won the bronze medal in the 2002 Commonwealth Games at Manchester, England 

in a time of 2:13:23 and ran a personal best time of 2:11:42 at the Berlin Marathon in 2005. 

At right Ian Graves from Sydney is near the finish. The article reported that race director Bruce 

Abrahams noted “the weather aided more than hindered the runners because it kept the 

temperature cool compared to the overbearing heat of last year’s inaugural run”. Commenting on 

the performances of high-profile runners from 1979, favourite Grenville Wood pulled out at 31km 

with stomach cramps while winner Robyn Brown came second in 3:06:26, an improvement of 20 

minutes. Politicians John Bannon and Robin Millhouse finished in 2:50:43 and 3:11:45 respectively. 
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Two wheelchair finishers, Robert Turner (3:19:24) and Alan Short (5:34:30) were the first recorded in 

South Australia. There were wheelchair competitors in 1979 but they were not identified as such in 

the results. 

A letter from Trevor Skewes, now a Warrior but then running his first marathon, stated: 

I was consistently impressed by how smoothly everything went, to a novice runner and a first 

marathon, a point that markedly improved my confidence. However, my main point in writing is 

to convey my appreciation to those who manned the aid stations. To first timers they were a god-

send. Not just the drink and sponge, but the genuinely friendly words of encouragement. I think 

this must have been of the greatest help to my morale. 

Another correspondent Kevin Clarke wrote “heartfelt thanks are due to the aid station volunteers – 

their plight was probably worse than that of the runners because the rain was slanting into their 

faces most of the time. Nevertheless they were cheerful and encouraging, and much appreciated”. 

The second edition of the Festival City Marathon was a great success by all accounts, but the one 

criticism was that it clashed with Melbourne’s “Big M” Marathon held the same day, a point noted 

by Bruce Abrahams who acknowledged the need to move the event to an earlier time of the year. 

PLACEGETTERS and STATISTICS

1980 Race Director: Bruce Abrahams Weather: 9.5-15.9C      20.8mm         rain 

Male  Female 

1st Ian Graves  2:27:03  Desiree Letherby 3:01:23 

2nd Allan Hanley  2:27:46  Robyn Brown  3:06:26  

3rd Malcolm Mackay  2:32:52  Avis Pearce  3:13:17 

Wheelchair Division 

1st Robert Turner 3:19:24  no entrants 

Entrants: 909  No. /% female finishers  41/5.94% 

Starters: 726  Sub 3 hours – all 69/10.00% 

Finishers: 690  Sub 4 hours – all 504/73.04% 
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          SPECIAL FEATURE 1            

Formation of the South Australian Road Runners Club 

The success of the first two Festival City Marathons meant that the event had become too big for the 

Distance Runners Club of SA to function within its constitution without a major change to it. The DRC 

catered for registered athletes only and the large majority of marathon participants simply did not 

want to sign up with the Amateur Athletic Association of South Australia (AAASA) in order to 

become a member, which was necessary to be on the marathon committee. 

Secretary Bruce Abrahams wrote in the August 1980 issue of Festival City Runner: 

Last month I raised the question of the Club admitting to membership the many non-registered 

runners who are supporting the Festival City Marathon, Training Forums and Run South Australia 

Run Clinics. 

At present, DRC members need to be registered athletes and members of affiliated A.A.A.S.A. 

Clubs. Any change in admission rules would require a constitution change of the DRC. 

Two options were suggested: one, changing the DRC constitution to admit non-registered runners 

and two, forming a new Club. 

Quite a few DRC members have spoken to me about the issue and one Club has written. The best 

course of action appears to be: 

1. Keep the DRC “as is”. That is, the main purpose of the DRC is to organise the winter cross 

country and road racing season in conjunction with the AAASA and Clubs. 

2. Support the formation of a separate Club that will take over the running of the Festival City 

Marathon and associated activities. A close liaison is desired so that the best program for all 

runners will emerge. The Festival City Marathon Committee formally supports this view and 

has proposed that its function will be transferred to the new organisation for the 1981 

Festival City Marathon.   

A Steering Committee to form a new club has been formed from the Committee running the 

Sunday morning Run South Australia Run Clinics. It is Helen Morris (convenor), Mick Brennan, 

Brenton Hancock, Sue Forth and Bruce Abrahams. 

Members and other runners are invited to contact the committee with their views. 
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Founders of the South Australian Road Runners Club  

These photos are from SA Running #1 (Feb 1982) and #3 (Aug 1982) and show the founders of the 

SARRC, Bruce Abrahams and Helen Morris (now Helen O’Connor) in future Club events. 

(Left) Profile of Helen Morris by Sue Forth - she had just finished the 1981 Festival City Marathon in a time of 4:22:12 

 (Right) SARRC President Bruce Abrahams running in the 1982 Greenbelt Half Marathon where he finished in 1:29:38 

By September 1980 the new club had a name: “South Australian Road Runners Club” and on 3rd

October 1980 the first Constitution was registered and the Club was formally in existence. The first 

AGM was held on 22nd February 1981 but before then the Club started recruiting members and had 

already put on its first event, a 3 mile fun run at Glenelg which started at 12:15am on 1st January 

1981 and attracted about 150 participants. 

As at 15th March 1981 the Club had attained 615 members in only seven weeks. It also took over the 

periodical Festival City Runner until it was replaced by the journal SA Running in February 1982. 
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1981                 2nd August at 8:00am 

A number of changes occurred for the third Festival City Marathon. It was now organised by the 

South Australian Road Runners Club which formally registered its constitution on 3rd October 1980. 

The date was changed to August to avoid potentially hot weather and the clash with the Big M 

Marathon in Melbourne and this enabled the start time to revert to 8:00am. A new finish area was 

needed because Adelaide Oval was now required for football and the Graduates Oval near the 

University Gym which was the unofficial “home” of the SARRC was the logical place. This required 

minor alterations to the course at each end. 

Once again the “Officials” marathon was held a week earlier, but with a start time of 7:00am at 

Gawler, and Bruce Abrahams, Tim Anstey, Michael Bentley and Andrew Chittleborough were the 

participants. In the main marathon several of the faster runners in the field had competed in the 

National Marathon Championships at South Werribee near Melbourne the previous week which, 

according to race commentator and former Australian Marathon Championships bronze medallist 

Brian Chapman was “foolish”. He wrote that it is a well known axiom that if you wish to run lousy for 

six months then two marathons in a week is the perfect recipe. However that didn’t seem to worry 

Steve Guy (pictured) and Desiree Letherby as they won their respective races in near PBs. The 

weather was perfect with overcast conditions, light winds and a temperature of 13C. 

The Advertiser of Saturday 1 August 

1981 covered the traditional “carbo-

loading party” at the University Gym 

the previous evening attended by about 

100 people. 

This assisted Pamela Bourne to run a 

time of 3:41:30 while Graham Sutton 

finished in 4:20:42. Both, pictured at 

left, were running their first marathon.
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The Advertiser of Monday 3 August 1981 published the race report. 

Steve Guy secured the first of his twelve wins 

in the 1981 marathon over a long career 

spanning six decades, beginning with the 1979 

SA State Marathon (2:56:28) and continuing 

to the Centenary Marathon in 2020 (5:08:20). 

His final victory was at the 2001 Pichi Richi 

Marathon (2:53:39). 

Second was John Bell from Canberra in 

2:31:09 and third Liam Hanna in 2:31:46. 

Desiree Letherby won her second successive 

Festival City Marathon in 2:52:23, with Jenny 

Flood second in 3:06:45 and Aija Svencis third 

in 3:13:22.  

Wheelchair competitors Robert Turner and 

Alan Short again finished and both were much 

faster than the previous year, even though 

they had to struggle in the muddy grassed 

area of Graduates Oval to finish. 

The oldest competitor was Richard Bryant, 70 

who ran the course in 3:40:07. 

Overall the number of finishers was slightly 

higher than in 1980 and the 89 female 

entrants approached 10% of the field.

Amongst the letters received was one from Rosemary Hosking who wrote: 

Over the past 10 months I have run in, and enjoyed the experience of three marathons, training 

with a group of women who, like me, run for the sheer joy of running... I would like to let all 

readers of Brian Chapman’s article (in the last newsletter) know that the “wise cracking” women 

who brought up the rear at 11:36 for the first mile, finished the marathon in great shape, running 

all the way in 4:45, and enjoying every minute of it. 

Jenni Kuyper wrote: “... I certainly needed that coffee and bush biscuit and I look forward to wearing 

my T-Shirt to my next formal function.” 
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News journalist Helen Menzies wrote a preview about a runner she knew very well! 

(Top) News, Fri 31 July 1981 

(Left) Tues 4 August 1981

(Right) Fun Runner Sep 1981

Moving the event to August seemed to work as the marathon had its best weather yet, but 

organisers and runners were in for a rude shock in 1982! 

PLACEGETTERS and STATISTICS  

1981 Race Director: Bruce Abrahams Weather: 10.3 – 15.0C   overcast  

Male  Female 

1st Steve Guy  2:30:36  Desiree Letherby 2:52:23 

2nd John Bell  2:31:09  Jenny Flood  3:06:45  

3rd Liam Hanna  2:32:46  Aija Svencis  3:13:22 

Wheelchair Division 

1st Robert Turner 2:36:00  no entrants 

Entrants: 918  No. /% female finishers  70/9.90% 

Starters: 739  Sub 3 hours – all 76/10.75% 

Finishers: 707  Sub 4 hours – all 496/70.16% 
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1982                29th August at 8:00am 

The course was changed significantly with the start moved to Main North Rd opposite the Gawler 

Racecourse which was a much larger staging area for the expected 1500 entrants. The finish was 

moved to War Memorial Drive opposite the University Gym which enabled to event to be entirely on 

road and therefore created a slightly faster course, particularly for the wheelchair athletes. 

The new start was at about the three kilometre mark of the old course and this required extra 

running through North Adelaide to reach the finish and runners proceeded down O’Connell St, 

turning right at the Oberoi Hotel and along Palmer Place to Light’s Vision, down Montefiore Rd and 

left along War Memorial Drive to the finish. At Elizabeth the course left Main North Rd for about 

four km to go along Midway Rd in order to run through a residential area.      

With all these changes many more spectators were expected and brass bands were invited to give 

runners a rousing musical accompaniment at the start, through Elizabeth, elsewhere along the 

course and at the finish. Specific divisions were created for Wheelchair and Racewalk athletes with 

the former expecting many top competitors from interstate. To enable a clear path, the wheelchair 

athletes started one minute earlier. 

One thing the organisers could not control was the weather and it turned out that the forecast high 

of 28C was accurate and this slowed the finish times of all competitors by as much as five minutes 

for the elite runners to half an hour or more for those still on the course after four hours. As the 

saying went, “it was great for spectators, lousy for runners”. Despite this Race Director Bruce 

Abrahams expected the race record of 2:27:03 set by Ian Graves in 1980 to be shattered with 

runners capable of breaking 2:20 entered, including John Duck and Paul O’Hare from Victoria and 

Colin Neave from the ACT. 

The women’s division continued to increase with 120 runners entered and Mr Abrahams expected 

Anne Mann (pictured) and Heather Alderson to break three hours. The age range of the entrants 

was from 10 to 70 years with the average being about 35. The issue of children and teenagers under 

18 running a marathon had yet to surface in a significant manner. 
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A report in Fun Runner magazine by interstate visitor Russell Parsons states “it was a tough day, 

reminiscent of Melbourne 1979, but the heat only served to accentuate the efficiency of Bruce 

Abrahams and his large and loyal band of workers”. Parsons, from Ouyen, Victoria, finished in two 

hours and fifty-five minutes and went on to say that Adelaide ranks high on the list of well-staged 

events and he was personally assured by the organisers that cooler conditions were on order for the 

1983 “Friendly Marathon”. 

Fun Runner December 1982 
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Bruce Abrahams could only be philosophical about it, with a touch of deference to Murphy’s Law, 

saying that we shifted the marathon to winter to avoid the heat and then we copped the second 

hottest August day on record! Despite that, expectations of race records came to fruition, with 

winner Colin Neave recording 2:21:10, a new mark by nearly six minutes while Anne Mann was only 

one second shy of the women’s best with 2:52:24 and a three-minute PB for her. Neave and Mann 

would have broken 2:20 and 2:50 respectively in normal weather conditions. 

In many respects, however, the day belonged to the wheelchair competitors with a superb 2:11:53 

by Robert Turner which broke the Australian wheelchair marathon record by 25 minutes and 3:28:21 

by Julie Russell to become the first female wheelchair marathon finisher in Australia. Julie’s husband 

Eric finished in 2:59:56 despite having to contend with a damaged wheel.  

Robert Turner soon after the start                        

(Bottom left) The Advertiser 30 Aug 1982   (others) SA Running November 1982 – profile by Sue Forth 
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SA Running Nov 1982 The Advertiser, Monday 30 August 1982

Winner Colin Neave has a quick drink on Hampstead Road and sponges after finishing in 28C heat. 

In the end 878 of the 929 starters finished the marathon, a 94% completion rate which was tribute 

to the organiser’s efficiency on the day and the amount of training and other preparation offered by 

the Club throughout the year. 

On a humorous note, at the start a group of “Ride Against Roxby” demonstrators appeared on bikes 

from the sidelines, intent on using the event as a vehicle for their protest. Brian Chapman 

commented that running “has arrived” as a major sport if it can attract that sort of attention! 

PLACEGETTERS and STATISTICS  

1982 Race Director: Bruce Abrahams Weather: 12.3 – 27.8C       hot and sunny  

Male  Female 

1st Colin Neave  2:21:10  Anne Mann  2:52:24 

2nd Paul O’Hare  2:25:51  Helen Alderson  3:11:43  

3rd Bob Rohrig  2:30:03  Aija Svencis   3:13:58 

Wheelchair Division 

1st Robert Turner 2:11:53  Julie Russell  3:28:21 

Entrants: 1176  No. /% female finishers  91/10.36% 

Starters: 929  Sub 3 hours – all 59/6.72% 

Finishers: 878  Sub 4 hours – all 528/60.14% 
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1983                28th August at 8:00am 

For the first time the course was almost identical to the previous year, with a minor change at 

Gawler Racecourse where the start line was moved from Main North Road to 22nd Street, no doubt 

to minimise disruption to traffic. This caused the finish line to be moved slightly as well. 

A new major sponsor was the Sunday Mail who printed entry forms many times and training or 

promotional articles each week leading up to the event and a full results and pictorial report the 

week after. 

Amongst the feedback from the 1982 event was a letter from Gary White of Sydney suggesting that 

all finishers be given a medallion instead of a finisher T-shirt, as is the practice overseas in a number 

of people’s marathons. Gary said that t-shirts had no lasting sentimental value to be looked back on 

with pride. The Marathon Committee noted under the letter that it was investigating this and it 

“looked hopeful”. They did indeed decide to award a medallion to all finishers, a practice continued 

for every Adelaide Marathon thereafter except in 1989 when finishers received a small plaque. 

The Committee also decided that the event needed a slogan and promoted it as “Australia’s 

Friendliest Marathon”. Race Director Bruce Abrahams said “we claim the title not out of lack of 

generosity to the other top national events (each of which is developing its own style), but because 

we do try to cater deliberately for the slow as well as the swift runners.” The slogan lasted a long 

time, with the 1999 entry form still using it. 

A record 1564 people entered the marathon, including 164 women who made up 10.5% of the field, 

the highest in Australia. Favourites were John Duck (2:19 PB) and Paul O’Hare (2:20) from Victoria 

and David Patterson (2:21), Wayne Chettle and Peter Schultz from South Australia. In the women’s 

division it looked like a contest between Desiree Letherby and Maureen Moyle, both capable of a 

sub 2:50 time. In the wheelchair division Robert Turner had interstate challengers Peter Trotter 

(pictured) and Jeff Wiseman to contend with, while Julie Russell was looking to improve her previous 

year’s time. 
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The SARRC kept its word about the weather and the day was ideal with a light tail wind and the 

temperature rising from a rather chilly 7.6C at the start to 16C at noon. It had become well known 

that this would be the last time the marathon was to be run from Gawler to Adelaide and no doubt 

many people made the effort to be at the start line for this fact alone, such as Angie Gillingham who 

wrote in Fun Runner that she wanted to be part of history. She reasoned that it could not possibly be 

as hot as last year again and was pleased to be proven right, noting that most competitors ran 

personal best times. 

   Fun Runner, October 1983            Advertiser, Monday 29 August 1983 

  Paul O’Hare finishes in 2:20:27, a new course record  

The official statistics told the story. Race records galore, with winner Paul O’Hare setting a new 

record with 2:20:27, just seven seconds short of his PB; Desiree Letherby running 2:51:15 to break 

her own record by just over a minute; Peter Schultz third in 2:24:44 set a record for a South 

Australian resident which stood until 2021! Wheelchair athletes Peter Trotter and Julie Russell 

smashed the records with 2:01:59 and 3:08:35 respectively while Peter Fullager racewalked it in 

3:50:15! Even the slowest finisher, John Lodge, set a new record with 6:46:52. 

The completion rate was also a record, with 96.1% of the 1384 starters finishing and an incredible 

170 runners broke three hours, which was more than double that of 1981 (76) and nearly triple that 

of heat affected 1982 (59). The number of first time entrants was 828, easily the most by nearly 300. 

Many letters of appreciation were received, including this one from Chris Chardon who finished in 

4:14:59 and went on the run the event five more times: 

My first marathon – your tips on 5DN and in the Sunday Mail no doubt helped me achieve my 

goal. They certainly encouraged me when I felt like tossing in the training. (It was) one of the 

greatest achievements of my life. You helped me do something that was a remote dream - 

heartfelt thanks. 
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Not everyone was happy. Letters were published from people who wanted the course moved from 

Main North Road (a disgruntled motorist) and those who wanted it to stay there (a runner)! 

However it was time to change and the Committee needed a couple of years to try out a new course 

around the city which started and finished in the same general area for the “big one” in 1986. 

SA Running, November 1983   Map by Clive Stevens 

The photo shows Desiree Letherby winning her third Festival City Marathon, setting a new course 

record of 2:51:15. Ray Spilling (#130) from Victoria and local Terry Rowe both record their lifetime 

PBs. On the right is a map of the 1983 course by cartoonist Clive Stevens. He drew many maps and 

illustrations over the years and ran the marathon four times including 1983 in 3:59:45. 

 In keeping with the “friendly marathon” 

theme a “Hare and Tortoise” award was 

presented to the last finisher, John Lodge who 

took 6:46:42 to cover the course. 

The 1985 race instructions indicated that the 

finish line would remain open for eight hours. 

This award continued until at least 1986, after 

which there is no further mention of it in the 

result books. The slowest official finish time 

ever published was 9:59:59 in 1993. 
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SA Running, August 1983        Sunday Mail 4 September 1983 

Bruce Abrahams was one of the first to receive the medal. Runner-up John Duck in 2:21:52

Ironically the Gawler to Adelaide course was used one last time in 1986 – for the staging of the State 

Marathon and many people took the opportunity to relive their past experiences of this route. 

PLACEGETTERS and STATISTICS  

1983 Race Director: Bruce Abrahams Weather: 5.3 – 19.1C       sunny, tail wind  

Male  Female 

1st Paul O’Hare  2:20:27  Desiree Letherby 2:51:15 

2nd John Duck  2:21:52  Maureen Moyle  2:57:19  

3rd Peter Schultz  2:24:44  Helen Alderson  3:02:11 

Wheelchair Division 

1st Peter Trotter  2:01:59  Julie Russell  3:08:35 

Entrants: 1564  No. /% female finishers  130/9.77% 

Starters: 1384  Sub 3 hours – all 170/12.78% 

Finishers: 1330  Sub 4 hours – all 925/69.55% 
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Resources and acknowledgements 

The content of this history is sourced from the many journals, newsletters and other documents 

issued by the Distance Runners Club of South Australia (DRC) and from 1981 by the South Australian 

Road Runners Club (SARRC) during the course of organising the first “people’s marathon” in 

Adelaide. This event was called the Festival City Marathon for its first twenty years or so before 

progressing to the more recognisable Adelaide Marathon which everyone knows it as today. 

Curiously, the FCM was not the first people’s marathon to be held in South Australia – that honour 

goes to the Whyalla Harriers who established the Whyalla Marathon in 1975. 

These are supplemented by newspaper and magazine articles reaching the wider running 

community and general public. A number of internet sites are accessed to obtain participants’ race 

times or other information; chiefly ausrunning.net, australian100club.org and sarrc.org.au. 

Apart from the text and photos a number of other items which are all part of each participant’s 

experience are included to add interest and provide a historical context to each event. Some are 

necessary for efficient race management (chest number, place card) and others are records of 

achievement such as certificates and finisher medals. Event merchandise such as shirts, singlets, 

caps etc are not included in this version of the history. 

Also adorning each year’s history are event logos and other artwork such as course maps. 

Finally, a statistical summary of each year’s marathon is provided. 

GAWLER to ADELAIDE 

1979-80 

Festival City Runner (DRC) 

The Advertiser 

Fun Runner 

1981 

Festival City Runner (SARRC) 

The Advertiser 

The News 

Fun Runner 

1982 

SA Running (SARRC) 

The Advertiser 

Fun Runner 

1983 

SA Running (SARRC) 

The Advertiser 

Fun Runner 

Clive Stevens (Map) 

All statistics, race numbers, place cards, certificates and the 1983 medal are provided by Ian Hill. 


